Kef International – Recent Testimonials
Avraham Grant, Moved from Baltimore to Jerusalem, Aug 2016
Every step of our move was handled superbly by your team. We tell everyone that we speak to about
our move what a wonderful experience we had using you. I greatly appreciate also the additional
helpful information that you provided like using Currencies Direct. Please feel free to use me as a
reference.

Gavin Samuels, Moved from NY to Jerusalem, Dec 2016
I want to stress that the advice and efficient service that we have received from KEF and its contractors
(BestGuy etc) has been excellent and we have enjoyed and appreciated the friendly and professional
interaction.

Ruchama Seliger, Moved from NY to Shoresh, Nov 2016
Kef's crew, both in the U.S. And in Shoresh, were professional, polite, and skillful.. The packing was done
carefully and well, and therefore all our things came undamaged.
It was easy to communicate with Kef, they were very responsive and informative.
We would not hesitate to recommend Kef to our friends.

Tehila Gonen
We actually didn't need to make Aliyah... we just needed to ship some boxes in a container out
from Israel to the USA ...you guys are doing a great job! Your service is amazing, and if I'd ever need your
services, I wouldn't hesitate to contact you

Ahuva Epstein, Moved from Miami to Netanya, Nov 2016
All 3 of us...me and my kids in Sha'alvim and in Yerushalayim felt that things went smoothly and that all
the staff did a great job... Absolute pleasure and no stress. Thank you.

Ewa Dor, Moved from Poland to Yavne, September 2016
All process of shipment went very well, it was smooth and with excellent communication with Polish
partners of Kef and Kef itself in Israel. We experienced small problems in Poland with the custom
declaration (it was made not properly at the beginning), but the Polish partners of Kef reacted
immediately and made all possible efforts to correct the mistake and eventually they succeeded. It was
a good choice to make my Aliyah shipment with Kef International. Toda raba!

Josef Stern, Moved from Chicago to Jerusalem, September 2016
The experience was excellent. Both the packers in Chicago and the delivery team here in Israel were
very professional, efficient, and nice guys. I would especially signal out the driver here in Israel who was
simply brilliant in managing the truck on the small windy Jerusalem streets.

Jakob Schwerdt, Moved from NY to Ranana, September 2016

We did move very often in the past, locally and internationally. Kef International is the only mover I
would use again and also recommend to everybody else. The whole process was, efficient, smooth and
with no problem at all. Both teams were committed and efficient. They both went beyond what was
agreed, in order to achieve total customer satisfaction.

Judy Goldman, Moved from Miami to Ma'ale Adumim, August 2016

We believe that the Kef people are very experienced in the move from the US to Israel, and we are very
glad that we chose them to move us. They were courteous and helpful at both ends and very careful
with our belongings. Almost everything was in good condition upon arrival.

Evelyn Kopeika, Moved New Jersey to Beer Sheva, July 2016

Everybody was patient, pleasant and helpful. Everything was explained to me beforehand. I recommend
Kef International to anyone looking to move across the ocean. They're all a great group of people!!

Stephanie Bratnick, Moved from NJ, July 2016
Kef provided us with wonderful service and we would definitely recommend them in the future. All our boxes
arrived safely and not one thing was missing or broken.

Chaim Spiegel, Moved from NY to Jerusalem, Aug 2016
This company deserves your business as they know what to do and when to do it with truth and responsibilities.
They saved me $2,000 more than anyone else could have. May the Almighty bless them.

Moshe Eshed, Moved from Miami, July 2016
Everything was great. We are very happy that we have chosen Kef to be our delivery company. From our 1st
conversation we felt the empathy and the understanding. All was wrapped very well and arrived home in very
good condition. Kef was recommended to us by friends and we'll continue to do so.

Abo Suyonov, moved July 2016
Exceeded all my expectations. Speechless!!! The best!!!!! Again I have to say it…THE BEST!!!!!!!!!!! Recommend to
all. Made the move effortless. I didn't even feel I was moving.
Wendi Leer-Elias, moved Jan 2016
Kef did a great job... Their pricing was excellent, the packing & unpacking teams are fabulous. They take the time
to make sure everything is packed well and is safely places where you want it. Delays in shipping were
disappointing, but Kef staff gave good updates. Be willing to talk about what you can afford. Solid value for my
money.

Debra Brickner, moved Dec 2015
Kef International was reliable and honest. All the financial obligations were clear as were other instructions. I knew
just what to expect and when. I would definitely recommend them. In fact, I did and my girlfriend is going to use
them.

Lisa Schachter Moved from Cleveland, Nov 2015
The Kef team was wonderful to work with. They were immediately responsive to questions and willing to clarify
anything we did not fully understand. They made the move of our goods smooth and stress free.
We appreciated their advice and their handling everything from the landing of the goods to their arrival and
placement in our apartment .

Ovi and Michal Jacob Moved from New Milford, NJ to Modiin, Aug 2015
We'd recommend using Kef. Our lift arrived on time and in good shape. Crews on either end were helpful and
professional.

Deena Shulman Moved from Forest Hills to RBS, Aug 2015
Kef made our move efficient and easy. We got so much information from them about absolutely everything we
needed to know- documentation, scheduling, customs, even what to pack and what to leave. The packing and
delivery teams worked quickly and neatly, and were so patient with us and careful with our stuff. Thank you, Kef, for
bringing us home!

Yohanan Rodriguez Moved to Beer Sheva, Oct 2015
I had a great experience with Kef. Every one has provided great customer service. If I had to do it over again, I
would pick Kef. The staff was professional and courteous. Thank you Kef!

Henny Chanina Moved from Crown Heights, Sep 2015
From the pickup to the delivery, and all of the in between, Kef International has satisfied our needs, responded to
our questions in a timely fashion. We are very appreciative.

Susan Newman Moved from Teaneck, Sep 2015
I highly recommend Kef. They are very professional and I had a great experience with them.

Sandra Woolf Moved from Laguna Woods to RBS, Sep 2015
I was quite pleased with Kef's service… Things were very well packed. My whole shipment arrived safely and
intact. There was absolutely no loss and no breakage. The men who delivered here in Israel, were terrific and
worked very rapidly and considering the size of our house I was very impressed. In general things went well
Joan, at the Kef office was particularly helpful, and the men who delivered to our house in Israel were WONDERFUL.

Deanna Lubin Moved from Weston, Sep 2015
We received AMAZING service and everything arrived in perfect condition. I would recommend KEF to anyone
shipping overseas and hope to use them again in the future.

Iris Gilbert Moved from Rockville to Givatayim, Sep 2015
Kef International, is responsible, professional and hands on company from start to end. I would
recommend Kef International. The staff was always available and friendly.

Elliot Auerbacher Moved from Englewood, Oct 2015
The on site personnel were excellent. The packed carefully and took great care for our possessions. I was totally
satisfied with KEF as my shipping company and would highly recommend them. I would happy to be used as a
reference.

Marlene Sokol Moved July 2015
I am very satisfied with all aspects of the shipping experience with Kef.
The packers and especially the delivery team were exceptional in their professionalism.
As far as the communication team goes, my emails and calls were answered promptly and correctly.
I am making Aliyah only once, but if I were to do it again, Kef would be shipping company!
Thank you Adam, Joan, and Daniel!

Dina Sonnenblick Moved from Brooklyn to Netanya, June 2015
I wanted to tell you how wonderfully seamlessly this whole procedure was...from my first contact with Daniel until
the delivery team...everything worked like clockwork and so quickly I was amazed!!
It looks like nothing was broken, and I believe all arrived, so I just want to thank you for the wonderful service you
provide and how easily it all went...!ישר כוח והקב"ה יבורך אתכם מכל טוב תחת השמים
Toda rabba for everything. All your staff was always kind and courteous!!

Dror Wolfshtat
Responsive customer care. Highly professional delivery team that arrived on time

Aron Trauring
All and all very satisfied. everything went smoothly, quickly and at reasonable cost. Everything arrived safe and
sound and within a reasonable time. Communication from and with Kef was timely and helpful.

Baruch Singer Moved June 2014
The door to door service was exemplary. I would strongly recommend Kef to anyone considering an overseas
shipment

Carolyn Bialow Moved August 2014
Kef always answered questions in a very timely manner and did their best to expedite our shipment which was 4
weeks to the day of our arrival in Israel.

Carol Goldin Moved June 2014
From the moment I spoke to your first representative to the last few minutes of the delivery, I felt that everyone
from Kef International always had my best interests in mind.
The packers were kind and always had patience and were very courteous. The delivery men were amazing. They
were strong, careful and willing to put every box in the right place. I would certainly use Kef and recommend them
to all of my friends with a shipment.

Maayan Brenner Moved June 2014
Everything was easy and fast, the packing team was very professional.
Had no surprise with the payment and arrival date

Rene Ghert-Zand Moved August 2014
Our moving experience was extremely smooth thanks to the professionalism of everyone. There were absolutely no
glitches along the way. Everything happened on schedule and as planned (except for arrival of ship to Ashdod 3 days
late -- but that was to be expected), and communication with Kef was excellent. A huge to Jerusalem could have
been fraught with difficulty, but it wasn't thanks to the first-rate service by Kef from pick up to dealing with customs
to delivery at our new home. Kef has also been very helpful in helping us move our landlady's furniture out and in to
storage. Thank you!
Barbara Greenberg Moved August 2014

Everything went very smoothly and I was updated on every step. I will be happy to recommend Kef.
Bluma and Yerachmiel Grafstein March 5, 2014

We were so pleased with the service and care. Every call was answered, every question dealt with and your
patience for everything kept the journey smooth and really worry free for us.The Israeli team were OUTSTANDING.
Todah Rabah to everyone at Kef International

Submitted on: 02/02/2014 10:07:13 AM
Really, you guys do an amazing job. Everything was excellent and impressive! Kef International packs, delivers, and
does their business as if they were doing it for their best friends and family. They hire the nicest people who are
normal and do not give you a headache, which is very important during this process. Their team follows up with
everything and is always so nice and professional. I have never seen anything like it. Each person seems to be handpicked! They were highly recommended to us, which is why we chose Kef, and the recommendation proved to be
exactly right!
Leah Rodov
Submitted on: 01/07/2014 10:50:01 AM
We are very very happy with the delivery, updating, efficiency. patience and … service. THANKS!
.. We are very impressed with the service we got from the Kef International office. We were updated constantly, all
our questions were answered, the process of delivery was quick and efficient - Highly recommended!
Hilla and Dror Kobliner
Ben Mayer : Dec 4, 2013 11:59 PM
Prompt & professional. Delivery team .. talented and creative in solving the problems that came up. They also
worked together well, using the strengths each brought to the task without friction. The 3 member team was the
equal of the larger packing team. We are very pleased and would heartily recommend Kef to others.
From Leah Rodov November 25, 2013
... the guys that packed us, every single one of them were AMAZING. They were always polite, courteous, easy to
work with. I am very difficult to please!! However, I have never seen people work in more professional, menchlich
way! They were calm, relaxed, and yet focused and efficient!! I have moved not once in my life and I have NEVER
seen a company with movers that were so aristocratic in their behavior (sorry if that does not sound like a
compliment lol) I mean that they were not crude or rude. They were so intelligent!! They remembered all the weird
directions about this drawer but not that... etc. etc.... I felt harried and overwhelmed and their demeanor was a
chizuk for my family, really!
I can see that you have given a lot of thought to the kind of experience you want people to have, and you have
succeeded. I also run a business and notice things... and I am so impressed! A company can be in business for profit
and run it with Torah principles of decency and integrity, and I think that you do. I can see why you were
recommended to us! I thought however that the people that recommended you were just lucky or perhaps
exaggerating,.... but now I can rave about you to others as well.:) Please let the guys all know how much we all
appreciate their work and please relay this information to the appropriate people..!!
Best,
L Rodov

From Libby Reichman November 13, 2013
Dear Adam and Guy and Daniel,
My parents’ lift arrived yesterday and the dust is still settling as far as checking that everything arrived in good
condition. But I want to write already at this point to say to all of you that you all did your parts exceptionally well
and that every stage of the work was done with super-professionalism, clear communication and very good spirit.
The packers in NYC were great; the movers here were very pleasant to work with. Packing my parents up was very
difficult, and getting a zillion packages (including taking care of one return which was done most graciously) into the
warehouse must have been a pain in the neck. But Guy, you were always cheery and accessible and had no
complaints. Your packers were terrific. And Daniel, you were very helpful and informative and straightforward and it
was a pleasure to deal with you.
So Adam that is your answer – you have a great team and everyone did their part of the job really well. Thank you!!
Libby

From Adi Tayer October 1, 2013
What a great experience. I was pleasantly surprised by how helpful, nice and accommodating everyone was. The
packing team, the KEF team and the delivery team all of which were very professional and helpful.
I would recommend using KEF to everyone I know.
Adi Tayer

From Ira Kugelman September 17, 2013
The packers were amazing and friendly. They took care of everything.
After arriving in Israel I had heard of companies "hijacking" families and not finishing the work until after an
appropriate tip was given. We also heard that companies were not unwrapping and putting together beds and
couches. We were worried. The delivery was PERFECT!! They unwrapped everything they were supposed to. They
put together all the beds and couches. They were friendly and worked fast.
Thanks for making the biggest move of our lives relatively easy and painless.
Anyone who doesn't use KEF is making a mistake. From start to finish the staff was amazing. Even before I signed a
contract the staff answered question after question.
Very highly recommended. Ira Kugelman

From Mordechai Weiss September 2, 2013
The service was excellent. Though this is a very difficult experience to move your entire household, the physical
moving of the articles as well as the packing was done professionally and expeditiously.
Mordechai Weiss

From Nisan Jaffe September 2, 2013
Everyone we dealt with at Kef, and their contractors, was friendly, personable, and helpful. Kef was especially
helpful with the delivery of our lift in Israel. They handled everything, and we never had to personally deal with the
inevitable issues that come up.
Nisan Jaffee
From Debbie Siman-Tov August 29th, 2013
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for the wonderful service Kef provided for my parent's, Linda and
Bennett Levine's recent aliyah.
Our positive experience started from our initial contact with Adam via phone/email and was enhanced when we met
with Guy for the estimate. Guy was very knowledgeable and understood the challenge the task of packing up their
lives meant to my parents.
Kef dealt with us in a professional manner and always answered emails and telephones calls immediately.
It was extremely helpful that Kef sent reminder emails and other forms/ instructions that helped keep us organized
and focused.
On the New York side the packers that came to my parent's home were efficient and courteous.
They did a fabulous job packing and wrapping everything to protect it against breakage. My parents were very
impressed with the crew and tipped them generously, as they certainly deserved.
On the Israel side, as soon as the container was in the port, Daniel called to update me. Within 5 days of it's arrival in
Israel, the lift was cleared through customs and delivered to both Chashmonaim and then to Modiin.
Here too, the movers were excellent. They were courteous and professional. In fact, there was one piece of
furniture that did not fit through the doorway of one of the bedrooms and they spent almost an hour trying to
figure out how to get it in to the room. They did not give up and were finally able to get the piece in without
damaging anything.
Here too, my parents were very grateful and tipped the crew generously.
I would like to thnak Daniel for being so available by phone during the day of the delivery. He was very helpful.
We could not have been happier with the service provided by Kef and have already recommended them to our
friends.

Thank you all so much for making this key part of my parent's aliyah experience such a positive one.Debbie SimanTov

